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Area code 845 scams



IRS scammers again depend on their old tricks! The IRS will not contact you by phone to request immediate payment, but this scam continues to spread. IRS Phone Scam Alert: What You Need to Know About Hya, a smartphone app that protects users from phone spam and scam calls, says there has been a 49%
increase in IRS-related scams compared to this time of writing (August 2020) and 2019. When IRS impersonators make calls, they say you owe them money and can threaten legal action or arrest. Don't fall for it. Scammers often use caller ID spoofing to display the number as IRS, but that's not always the case. Hiya
says these are the top area numbers where calls for tax fraud appear to be originating: 202: Washington, D.C.512: Austin, TX 214 &amp; 972: Dallas 312: Chicago 410: Baltimore 210: San Antonio, Texas 213: Los Angeles 405: Oklahoma City 212 &amp; 917: New York City 305: MIAMI Here's a tip from money expert
Howard Clark: Never answer a call from someone you don't know! If a family or friend is trying to get in touch with you, you can leave a voicemail and call back. Keep in mind that the IRS will not threaten you or demand payment over the phone. The first contact is usually done by regular email. If you've received a lot of
scam calls lately, now is the time to take action and protect yourself. Team Clark has put together a guide with free, low-cost tools to stop robocalls! More .com from Clark: Photos from JESHOOTSPhone call scams have become so common that most of us don't even bother to pick them up when we don't recognize the
number. But as we become more vigilant, scammers become savvy and find ways to get our attention. Lists .com area codes that Inc needs to be aware of. The scam is called 473 Scam. The caller rings the phone once, sends a distressing text, or leave a pre-recorded message that makes the recipient believe someone
is at risk. Point?To get a call back. Inc.com report: The name 473 scam comes from the fact that criminals are known to use caller IDs under area code 473 - which seems to be domestic, but is actually an out-of-city code for Grenada and several other islands outside the United States. In the pre-Internet era. Calls to
such numbers can cost more than $20 in the first minute!473 plus here are used by several other common area code scammers. 242 - Bahamas 441 - Bermuda 784 - St. Vincent and the Grenadines 246 - Barbados809, 829, and 849 — Dominican Republic 264 — Anguilla649 —And go to the link below for caicos 868 —
Trinidad and Tobago 268 — Antigua664 — Montserrat details and a complete list. Don't return calls or texts from these area numbers — Potential fraud | Inc.com 68% off fees via ConsumeristG/O Media 2 years + 3 months free Scams that seem to appear again regularly may come back and help criminals steal people's
money. Defending yourself is easy - if you know how scams work. So here's what you need to know to protect yourself from the three variants of fraud: 1. In the first version of the scam, criminals target victims simply by calling them (usually from robocall autodialars that provide caller ID information that the victim doesn't
recognize), and then cut off the phone before anyone answers, arousing the call recipient's natural curiosity. Criminals can do this several times in a row, so victims see repeated calls from unrecognisable numbers, further making curiosity even more likely to call them. In another variant of the scam, the criminal does not
immediately cut off the phone, but waits for the intended victim to answer the call, at which point the robo-caller plays a recording of the person crying for help, or the sound of someone in need of medical attention or being attacked, and then cuts off the phone. Obviously, many good people are more likely to call back in
these situations. Some criminals may do the same, posing as collection agencies, law enforcement officials, or doctors treating next of kin. In the third edition of the scam, the criminal send a text message similar to a Variant 2 voice recording explaining that he or she is at risk and in need of help - often as if the message
was accidentally sent to the wrong recipient. Criminals can ask you to call or return a text. In all these cases, criminals want you to return a phone call or text. These calls are part of what is commonly called 473 scams, ring-and-run scams and one ring scams, and the numbers that appear on caller IDs or are sent by text
message are likely premium numbers. You will be charged for every call you make, or for the text messages you send (sometimes quite bundled). It's very easy to protect yourself: don't call back or text back. The name 473 scam comes from the fact that criminals are known to use caller IDs under area code 473 - which
seems to be domestic, but is actually an out-of-city code for Grenada and several other islands outside the United States, using the country code +1, as does the United States. Calls placed on the 473 number are international calls that are not usually included in the calling plan and can be submitted with a considerable
bill. Also, criminals who commit 473 scams often establish premium numbers - the equivalent of the 900 figures that were popular in the USThe pre-Internet era. Calls to such numbers can cost more than $20 in the first minute! (In fact, decades ago, a similar scam was run from within the United States - criminals send
messages to pagers of people paging from premium numbers in the hope that recipients will call back and be charged for calls. Of course, the 473 scam runs from area codes other than 473 - at the bottom of this story there is a list of area codes that appear in the country (since they use the country code +1). But it's
actually international. In addition to the list of American-visible international numbers, Canada and various U.S. territories are also part of country code +1, and while scammers typically don't carry out 473 scams from Canadian or U.S. territories, remember that some domestic phone plans don't consider calls to these
regions domestic or free calls. Therefore, the following is a list of area code for the U.S. territory and Canada. The history of 473 scams reveals what you need to know to stay safe. After most Americans recognized that the 900 number was a premium number, criminals began using other regional codes , often 809
(Caribbean Islands). After enough media coverage educated people not to return calls to area code 809, criminals moved to other regional codes, helping to implement a number of new area codes over the past 20 years, and it was much harder to recognize which numbers were which in the country. Of course, the fact
that today's phones allow people to respond quickly to text messages and missed calls means they are less likely than in the age of pagers to reconsider whether it is a good idea to respond before they call back or text back. Also, psychologically speaking, humans are more likely to be alarmed when they hear another
human voice crying for help than when they see a text message, and today's scammers give their opponents another edge 20 years ago. Scammers adapt their techniques as their technology and awareness levels change. As for the lesson, here's the bottom line: if you miss a call, everyone can send you a text message
(or leave a voicemail). If they didn't do either and you don't know who you called, don't worry about it. Also, remember that people who suffer in places you don't know are unlikely to dial random numbers in other countries and ask you to help them - they call police.784-St. Vincent and the Grenadines 473 -- Grenada,
Cariacoo, Petit Martinique 809, 829, 849 -- Dominican Republic 868 -- Trinidad and Tobago 284 -- British Virgin Islands 869 -- St. Kitts and Nevis Northern Mariana Islands -- 670 Puerto Rico -- 770 Puerto Rico Virgin-- 340 Alberta -- 403, 587, and 780 British Columbia -- 236, 250, 604, 778 Newfoundland -- 709 (added in
2018) Northwest Territories -- 867 Ontario -- 226, 249, 289, 343, 365, 416, 437, 519, 613, 647, 705, 705, 705 807 , and 905 Quebec -- 418, 438, 450, 514, 579, 581, 819, 873 Saskatchewan -- 306 and 639 nationally -- 600 (and possibly 622, 633, 644, 655, 677, 688) -- also Canadian figures starting with 976 after area
numbers (these are like 900 numbers. The U.S. used to bring in such numbers, too. Numbers starting at 540 in New York used to be premium numbers, but these should no longer be serviced. These days, phone scammers are smarter and trickier. And if you're not careful, they're likely to make a fortune from you, who is
an unquestionable caller. Other than cutting off the phone when you hear these four-word phrase, there's something else you can do to avoid being a victim. According to SecureMySocial CEO Joseph Steinberg, certain area codes can alert potential targets that calls are unsafe. Scam callers once used the 900 number,
but changed the way the public was caught. Now, many scam numbers have area code 809 derived from the Caribbean. Criminals are known to use caller IDs on area number 473, which is believed to be domestic, but it's actually an area area number on Grenada Island, says Steinberg. Beware of these phone scams
that can steal your money as well. By the way, these calls add up fast. According to AARP, if you receive calls from these foreign countries, you may be charged at least $5 a minute. In addition, scammers can trick you out of your money through fake timeshares, cruises, or fake stories about dangers and money issues.
iPhone and Uber scams are also on the rise, and Apple fans and Uber users are also heightening their alarm. These are Uber scams that you need to be aware of. To play safely, Steinberg recommends not answering from numbers you don't recognize or returning calls. If you actually know the person, they can leave a
voicemail at any time. It's unlikely that someone you don't know -- someone who's suffering in a place you're not used to -- dials random numbers in other countries and asks for help, he says. They will call the police. Area codes 473, 809 and 900 are the biggest culprits of the scam, but being wary of calls from numbers
with the following international area codes is not compromised. Scam Number: International Area Code +1 Country Code 242 — Bahamas 246 — Barbardos268 — Antigua 284 — British Virgin Islands 345 — Cayman Islands 441 — Bermuda 473 — Grenada, Cariacoo, Petit Martinique 649 Turks-Caicos 64 —
Montserra72 — Montserra72 — Montserra72 —Maarten758 — St. Lucia767 — Dominica 784 — St. Vincent and the Grenadines 809,829,849 — Dominican Republic 868 — Trinidad and Tobago 869 — St. Christopher Tobago 876 — Jamaica, how to read about these online scams and avoid
them.Source:Alisala/Shuttersaleksaflonov/Shutterstock LDprod/Shutterstock/Shutterstock LDprod/Shutterstock LDprod/Shutterstock
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